
SPEEDGOLF
ACCELERATE YOUR GAME

www.speedgolfusa.com

ISGA PARTNERS

FAST. FUN. FITNESS.

Suggest-A-Course
SGUSA is committed to building a

nationwide network of Speedgolf-friendly
golf courses. You can help! Visit  the

website below and let us know where
you'd like to play Speedgolf.

 
www.speedgolfnow.com

Scott Dawley |  Founder & Director
Speedgolf USA |  ISGA

(832) 524 9994
info@speedgolfusa.com

www.speedgolfusa.com

The SGUSA Mission

The mission of the International SpeedGolf Alliance (ISGA) is to
govern, manage, and promote the sport of Speedgolf at the
international level, ensuring ample opportunity and equitable
play for Speedgolfers worldwide. The vision of the ISGA is to
develop the sport of Speedgolf for Olympic consideration within
the next 20 years.

About Speedgolf USA
Founded in 2016 by Speedgolf pioneer
Scott Dawley, Speedgolf USA (SGUSA) is
the governing body of Speedgolf in the
United States, and a founding member of
the International Speedgolf Alliance.

Our mission is twofold: 1) to promote wider
adoption of Speedolf at golf courses across
America. 2) to develop the competitive sport
at all levels, ensuring fair and equitable play
according to the Official Rules.

Contact SGUSA



 A faster version of the traditional game. 
Players attempt to finish their round as quickly as

possible, and are scored by the combination of
strokes and time. The lowest total score wins. 

Speedgolf is perfect for anyone who wants to:

   Play by the 2019 Rules Of Golf
and also

1. Track your elapsed round time
2. No carts or caddies
3. Carry all equipment, start to finish 4. FEEL HEALTHIER

 
Speedgolf is High Intensity Interval

Training (HIIT) by definition, one of the
best ways to train your body, heart,  and

lungs. Truly an amazing morning. You get
your golf  in,  and you get a workout in.   

-  Justin Blum |  Owner |  Raw Fitness

What Is Speedgolf? 

1.GO FASTER

2. PLAY BETTER

 
‘ I 'm a 20 handicap, and I  shot 5-over in 30
minutes in my first 9 holes of Speedgolf.  It

was by far my best score ever!’  
-  Rob W. |  55 |  Energy Sales

3. FINISH HAPPIER

 
‘Just the stage that I 'm in in l ife,

Speedgolf is perfect.  Getting a round of
golf  in.  Getting the exercise in.  And having

that social time. It's cool.  I  enjoy it. ’  
-  Liz M. |  28 |  Sports Development

 
‘The idea that I  can be off  the course in a

short amount of time, and I  can get a
great workout in,  and go to the office

pumped, yeah it's awesome!' 
-  Kaili  P.  |  32 |  Insurance Executive

Why Play Speedgolf?

Golf Course Benefits

What Are The Rules?

Speedgolf is a fast-growing global sport

5 ISGA members + 13 w/ Speedgolf presence

 “One of the USGA’s top priorities right now is to
help golfers understand that pace of play

directly affects their overall enjoyment of the
game. To that end, we think that alternative

games like  SPEEDGOLF can be a lot of fun and
also a way for golfers to realize that you may

actually play better if you play faster.” 

– MIKE DAVIS, USGA –

Changing perceptions

"Speedgolf is

about the sport of GOLF."

BOOK MORE ROUNDS
INCREASE  REVENUE
GROW THE GAME 
NON-DISRUPTIVE TO CORE PLAY
LOW MAINTENANCE CUSTOMERS
CAN ADJUST TO GROUNDS CREW

Fit golf into your busy schedule, and feel good about it!

Eliminate overthinking. Play naturally. Find your flow.

A good sweat. Some good shots. Always a great time.

Burn calories. Lose weight. Get stronger. Lower stress. 


